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Mathematics: Differential Geometry

Exercise 1 (One point). Let g : R2 → R be a smooth function. We consider its
graph

f : R2 → R3, (u, v) 7→ (u, v, g(u, v))

1. Show that f is regular and therefore a parametrized surface element.

2. Derive the first fundamental form of f .

3. In what cases is the parametrization f orthogonal (conformal, isometric)?

Exercise 2 (One point). Let g : I → R+ be a smooth function. Consider

f : I × R→ R3, (u, v) 7→ (u, sin(v)g(u), sin(v)g(u)).

1. Give an interpretation of f .

2. Show that f is regular and derive its first fundamental form.

3. Calculate the area A(f |I×(0,2π)).

4. Calculate the surface area of a sphere with radius r.

Exercise 3 (One point). Find a regular parametrization f : R2 → R3 of the torus

T =

{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3|

(√
x2 + y2 − a

)2
+ z2 = r2

}
with a > r > 0.
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Programming: Quadratic Assignment Problem

Exercise 4 (One point). Download and expand the file exercise3.zip from the
lecture website. Modifiy the files distortioncostmatrix.m, spectralrelax.m, and
gametheoretic.m to implement the functions as explained below. You can run the
script exercise.m to test and visualize your solutions.
Given two finite sets X, Y, where |X| = |Y | = n, equipped with metrics dX , dY ,
we can represent a correspondence between X, Y as a binary matrix R ∈ {0, 1}n×n,
such that R1 = 1 and R>1 = 1. The lecture introduced a relaxation to the Gromov-
Hausdorff distortion measure by

distortionp(R) =
∑
i,j,k,l

Cp
(il)(jk)RijRkl, where Cp ∈ Rn2×n2

and (1)

Cp
(il)(jk) = |dX(xi, xj)− dY (yl, yk)|p. (2)

This leads to the Quadratic Assignment Problem:

min
R∈{0,1}n×n

vec(R)> C vec(R)

s.t. R 1 = 1

R> 1 = 1.

(3)

1. Implement function distortioncostmatrix that returns matrix Cp ∈ Rn2×n2

given metrics dX , dY , and p ∈ R.
Be careful about the indexing. Since R is reshaped into vec(R) by stacking the
columns of R it holds vec(R)i+nj = Ri,j. Analogously Cp

(il)(jk)=̂Cp
i+nl,j+nk.

2. Implement the iterative scheme introduced in the lecture to compute the opti-
mum of the spectral relaxation:

min
R∈[0,1]n×n

vec(R)> C vec(R)

s.t. ‖R‖22 = 1.
(4)

Place the implementation into function spectralrelax. Function spectralrelax
has three arguments, C, maxI, and epsilon, and returns R. The function
solves optimization problem (4) specified by C and returns the argmin as R.
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